STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

To vote, complete (a) to (c) in the order listed to your challenge. Day of:

FEDERAL OFFICES

VOTE FOR ONE

JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN

Barack Obama and Joe Biden

Dame Judi Dench and空白

Ralph Nader and Matt Gonzalez

Joe Biden and空白

DEAN BALDWIN

Harry Reid

Mike Huckabee

Janet Napolitano

Dean Petersen

U.S. SENATOR FROM MINNESOTA

TOM COHAN

G. Frank Keating

Zarela Alsobrooks

Jame Melnikal

White, in blank

DEAN BALDWIN

HOM COHAN

B. Frank Keating

Zarela Alsobrooks

James Melnikal

White, in blank

President and First Vice President

President and First Vice President

SOL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 1

SOL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 2

SOL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 3

SCHOOL BOARD DIRECTOR SPECIAL SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1 MINNEAPOLIS

DEAN BALDWIN

HOM COHAN

B. Frank Keating

Zarela Alsobrooks

James Melnikal

White, in blank

District Supervisor

District Supervisor

District Supervisor

District Supervisor

White, in blank

COUNTY OFFICES

DAME JUDY DENCH AND空白

WHITE, IN BLANK

Ralph Nader and Matt Gonzalez

Blank

PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT VOTE FOR ONE

JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN

Barack Obama and Joe Biden

Dame Judi Dench and空白

Ralph Nader and Matt Gonzalez

Joe Biden and空白

DEAN BALDWIN

Harry Reid

Mike Huckabee

Janet Napolitano

Dean Petersen

U.S. SENATOR FROM MINNESOTA

TOM COHAN

G. Frank Keating

Zarela Alsobrooks

Jame Melnikal

White, in blank

DEAN BALDWIN

HOM COHAN

B. Frank Keating

Zarela Alsobrooks

James Melnikal

White, in blank

President and First Vice President

President and First Vice President

SOL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 1

SOL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 2

SOL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 3

SCHOOL BOARD DIRECTOR SPECIAL SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1 MINNEAPOLIS

DEAN BALDWIN

HOM COHAN

B. Frank Keating

Zarela Alsobrooks

James Melnikal

White, in blank

District Supervisor

District Supervisor

District Supervisor

District Supervisor

White, in blank

STATE OFFICES

STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 42B VOTE FOR ONE

RAY NADAL

JOHN KENNEDY

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 42B VOTE FOR ONE

RAY NADAL

JOHN KENNEDY

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

STATE OFFICES

STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 42B VOTE FOR ONE

RAY NADAL

JOHN KENNEDY

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

To vote "YES" mark the appropriate box for yes and to vote "NO" mark the appropriate box for no.

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

YES

NO

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

WHITE, IN BLANK

YES

NO

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT

(Street From) (Street To)
U.S. Senate
Precinct: 11-8
Challenged ballots: 14
Challenged by FRANKEN
Challenge reason: NO DUPE